These

skis

are

simply

stunning,

easy-of-use and efficient in every
kind of snow. From hard snow with
bumps to fresh powder, it executes
everything you ask with precision,
lightness, and an incredible shock
absorption. It allows you to ski as
smoothly as if you were on an aircushion, and at the same time, the
wood responsiveness is still present
when you need it. At the end of the
day, my knees and my back are even
not

tired!

Arnaud

has

made

exceptional ski. Thank you!
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ALL MOUNTAIN (LE JOVET)
Available sizes: 174, 178, 190 cm DNA:
Comfortable skiing everywhere!
In the heart of craftsmanship, AT- SKIS
is based on an ethics as traditional as

Ideal for skiers who play on all terrains
during a day or for Freeride only.

it is modern. Our skis are unique
pieces of French manufacture. It is

ON-PISTE (LES ASTERS)

made with an ash wood nucleus,

Available sizes: 165, 172, 180 cm

carefully chosen in the Jura Massif,
sliced veneers from the Tarentaise
Valley, flax fibre and carbon for an
excellent resistance on snow. Finally,
a piece of cow horn finished the
back

of

the

AT-SKIS is also at your disposal to make
skis that are adapted to you: unique
skis, that suit you. Please contact us to
discuss your project!

DNA: clinging to the slope!
The solid wood structure of this ski

Testimonials

provides significant comfort and
cushioning while preserving its punch. A

"Never skied such a fun pair of ski, and

delicate balance!

in addition, it goes really well as

Accessible to skiers of all levels.

decoration in the living room. A happy
owner."

ski. The result ? A

perfectly balanced structure for skiing

TOURING (LE MARNOD)

with pleasure, stability and precision!

Available sizes: 165, 175 cm
DNA: the ideal companion!
We appreciate its holding on hard snow,
source of comfort and confidence.

"Amazing flexibility and not aggressive
for the knees ... pure pleasure!"

